
Review 
(7-2-13 to 7-2-18, 7-2-19, 7-2-20, 7-2-21) 

cientific Method 
1) Write the letter of the correct word on the blank beside the word. 

a) independent (manipulated) variable 
c) theory 
e) dependent (responding) variable 

b) fair test 
d) variable 
0 controlled variable 

C  An explanation based on gathered observations 

Variable that is kept the same to ensure a fair test 

Ot _Variable that you change on purpose (Science Pirates called this the CAUSE) 
_Variable that changes because of the variable you changed on purpose 

i'l_Keeping all variables constant and only changing one variable so you can 
observe its effect 

Anything that can affect the outcome of an experiment 

2) In an experiment about which brand of pop tastes better, Nikki blindfolded students and 
asked them to taste each sample of pop. To keep it a fair test, she ensured that each pop 
sample had the same amount of pop, the same type of glass and the same temperature. 

The independent variable was 	_VIC)  	 (changed on purpose) 

The dependent variable 42.tth,p_cek+-0,54f, 	(changed because of what you changed on purpose) 

One controlled variable was SaMt_ ievq_ELviktAxt, 	altiaknO4S_crP p)Q.  

3) List 3 criteria you should check to make sure you have designed a fair test. 
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Classifying Matter (7-2-13,14,15)  

1) Classify each numbered description under the appropriate headings in the chart. 
Certain letters can be classified under more than one heading. 
Highlight in YELLOW each homogeneous mixture that is further classified as a solution. 
The first blank is for you to write reminders to yourself 
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a) nickel 
	

b) copper c) gold 	d) Kool-Aid drink 
e) dry soup mix 	0 heat 	g) nuclear 	h) mechanical 

j) one substance dissolves into another 41--- 	 (ct-k sc6k1(46-9 Gt' t  IlffktletNi .*‘S'd  
i) a combination of two or more substances that are not dissolved together 

k) individual properties of each substance are kept even though they are mixed 
1) tiny bits that make up matter 
m) material containing only one kind of particle 
n) one substance dissolved in another 

; 
o) sugar water 

r iodine in alcohol 
u) salt and pepper 
v) water 

p) rice and styrofoam 	q) salad dressing 
s) chicken noodle soup etrail mix 
v) clay in water 	w) homogenized milk 
w) orange juice with pulp in it 

vv) trail mix (a mix of raisins, peanuts, etc) 
x) heat (thermal) 
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S-GY)Ce_, 
Example: water 

2) Fill in the concept map with the following words/phrases 

— we can see separate parts, we cannot see separate parts, mixtures, homogeneous, heterogeneous, pure substance 

ALL MATTER IN THE UNIVERSE 
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Separating Mixtures (7-2-18)  

1) Name 3 (physical) properties of matter that can be used to separate a mixture: 
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2) Name a PROCESS and a piece of APPARATUS (toOl/equipment) would you most likely 

use to separate a mixture based on the following properties: 
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Parts of A Solution (7-2-16)  

@ Use these words to fill in the blanks. 

solute 	solvent solution two homogeneous heterogeneous 

All solutions are made of 	 0  parts. They are SO \ l4+R, cult,_SOkVehf  
They can be classified as _hbrn..0 0 _LAS mixtures. 
The _ 	is the substance that is dissolved in solvent. The SO I \Ivy+  is a substance 
that dissolves a solute into solution 

()Identify the solute and solvent in each of the following solutions: 

. Solute 	. Solvent 
a) Sugar water 	 \ A) Ct+eir 

b) Pop with carbon dioxide bubbles in it WaUl( 
c) Styrofoam in nail polish remover 	 stiattan 	potov) 
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Using the Particle Model to Explain Dissolving (7-2-17)  
Simran dissolved some iced tea crystals in water. The solute was _ lektRikcsiOS The solvent was 

N1\104' . Describe what happened to the particles of iced tea and to the particles of water. 
Include the phrase FORCES OF ATTRACTION. 	X ;-- wake.)c- 	sujair 
Include a properly labelled sketch to show what happened to the solute and the solvent. 

The Stviar priWes are atitratt/24  40 	oikeAr 
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gWhy is water is called the "universal solvent"? (see Chapter 6 if you did not get this the first time 
we did it) 1.1 
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Concentration of Solutions (7-2-22)  
X wa-tsv-  vox-Mu 	 0 ------ skk o- des 

1e1 the following diagrams of solutions as concentrated solution or dilute solution. 

     

     

     

     

 

 

CPO/MI/Li-WI 

bel the diagrams with the letter of the following words/phrases: 

A) a solution that has a lot more solvent than solute 
B) solution that has lots of solute 
C) a solution that has a lot more solvent than solute 

Concentration of Solutions (7-2-21)  

1) Beside each description, write the word unsaturated, saturated OR supersaturated. 
eckkukAed  The solution that contains more solute than it can usually hold at a 

certain temperature. 
A crystal added to the solution will dissolve. 
The solution has dissolved as much solute as it can at that 
temperature. 
	A crystal added to the solution will not dissolve. 

raktm-V,P.Ii  If a crystal is added to the solution, the extra solute immediately 
crystallizes. 

Use the data tables in your TEXT p.148-150 to help you classify these solutions as 
unsaturated, saturated or supersaturated: 

Akitoi,ed 
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) If Bailey stirred sugar into her hot chocolate until she saw sugar at the bottom of her cup, would her 

solution be saturated, unsaturated or supersaturated? .chlt,t-Iton Is sti-f-tura—ed  
) If Meixuan opened a successful carbonated beverage business (pop), and dissolved as MUCH carbon 

dioxide as she could into her drinks, would she be making a saturated, unsaturated or supersaturated 

solution? 	50(tuyo,  
IfJada made a solution out of 30 g of alum in 100g of water, did she make a CONCENTRATED solution 

or a DILUTE solution?  a)WhAlatk,efl  Did she make a supersaturated solution?  no $-v 61" 414  L1 

6fit 



d) Sean made a solution of 35.7 g of salt in 100 g of water. Was it unsaturated, saturated or 
supersaturated? 	Seri-krata_0( c i+ s 	,s 	 a5 if cal") 

e) Who would have made the most concentrated solution if Jatin dissolved 6.9 g of baking.  
soda in 50 g of water and Mason dissolved 6.9 g of baking soda in 100g of water? 	I • 

itic-VA 	Whose solution would be unsaturated?  YN er■k1"42V-01'Ve- 

saturated?  Rasov, 	supersaturated?  v..0 1  {Leti  cad Ktri- 	6,rre  am 
0 The amount of solute (in grams) that a solvent (in grams) can hold is called the  
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Using the Particle Model to Expl 	ate of Dissolving (7-2-20)  

@Use the particle model to describe why stirring 
dissolving. 
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()Use the particle model to describe why OcreclAaWstefalet4k-aeira speeds up the rate of dissolving. 
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)Use the particle model to describe why adding heat energy speeds up the rate of dissolving. 
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